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Summary 

 

In the recent times, more and more unconventional 

reservoirs are being explored and exploited along 

with the conventional one to sustain world’s energy 

demand. Most common unconventional resources are 

in the form of Tight Sand/silt reservoir, Shale Gas, 

Coal Bed Methane etc.  Like the Shale Gas, tight 

sand/silt reservoirs also require hydro-fracking for 

sustained hydrocarbon productivity.   Hydro-fracking 

enhances the inter-connected porosity and thereby 

increases the flow of hydrocarbon to the well. As the 

process of hydro-fracking increases the size and 

extent of the existing fractures and allows them to 

interconnect with the nearby hydrocarbon bearing 

fractures, identification of natural fault & fractures 

network is of paramount importance.  For mapping 

fault & fracture network precisely, recent and 

sophisticated attributes such as Thinned Fault 

Likelihood, Fracture proximity and Fracture density 

developed by dGB Earth Sciences, have been applied 

generated and analyzed. These attributes have been 

used for a detailed mapping of the fault/fracture 

network in the zone of interest.  Brittleness is another 

important factor while hydro-fracking of the reservoir 

is concerned. Young’s modulus, a measure of 

brittleness of the rock, has been derived from the well 

log data and analyzed for a few available wells 

located at a zone with higher fracture proximity & 

density. These wells under study have been hydro-

fracked for enhanced hydrocarbon production. Very 

good correlation between the young’s modulus 

property and the test results after hydro-fracking has 

been observed. This observation has lent the 

confidence that Young’s modulus along with the 

fault-fracture study can well be used for identifying 

the favorable hydro-fracking areas for the purpose of 

enhanced hydrocarbon production. Post-stack 

impedance inversion was performed and 

subsequently, probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) 

was carried out for generating the Young’s modulus 

volume. Excellent match between well log derived & 

seismically derived Young’s modulus properties were 

observed. Young’s modulus map corresponding to 

the pay zone agrees well with the well test results and 

portrays the lateral variation of brittleness of the 

reservoir rocks in the pay zone. 

 

Introduction 

 

In the unconventional reservoirs such as tight sand 

reservoirs and Shale Gas, optimized hydrocarbon 

production requires effective hydro-fracking of the 

reservoirs. As the process of hydro-fracking increases 

the size and extent of the existing fractures and 

allows them to interconnect with the nearby 

hydrocarbon bearing fractures, identification of 

natural fault & fractures network is of paramount 

importance. For many years, seismic data has been 

used extensively for extracting fault & fracture 

information.  A few authors have discussed different 

methods for delineating fault-fracture information 

from seismic data. Chopra et al. (2007) has discussed 

the use of coherence and curvature attributes for 

mapping fault/fractures and other stratigraphic 

features. Godfrey et al. (2008) have discussed ant 

tracking method for fault & fracture mapping. 

  

Thinned Fault Likelihood (TFL) attribute is a latest 

attribute developed by dGB Earth Science for 

extracting fault & fracture information from seismic. 

Fault Likelihood defined as power of semblance 

(Hale et al., 2013). Thinned Fault Likelihood 

algorithm integrates the range of fault dips to identify 

maximum likelihood of the faults (Jaglan et al., 

2015). 

 

Our study area is a tight silty sand reservoir in 

Eocene formation situated in the Cambay basin. In 

this study, thinned fault likelihood attribute has been 

generated form the seismic data for mapping 

fault/fracture network. Fracture proximity and 

density attributes (Jaglan et al., 2015), have been 

generated using the TFL attribute and further helped 

in identifying the potential fault/fracture network and 

the dense fault/fracture zones within the area of 

interest. 

 



Seismic characterization of Fracture network and Brittle zones 

As the tight sand reservoirs require hydro-fracking 

for sustained hydrocarbon productivity and brittle 

rocks aids in effective hydro-fracking of the 

reservoir, the understanding of brittleness plays a 

critical role in the development of tight sand 

reservoir. A few authors (Cho et al., 2014; Chopra et 

al., 2015) have discussed the relationship between 

brittleness and Young’s modulus. Chopra et al., 

(2015) have also discussed about seismic 

characterization of the brittle zones. In this study, 

Young’s modulus, a measure of brittleness of the 

rock, has been derived from the well log data and 

analyzed for a few available wells located at a zone 

with dense network of fault/fracture as observed from 

the TFL attributes. We have observed a very good 

correlation of the young’s modulus property with the 

test results after hydro-fracking. This observation has 

lent the confidence that Young’s modulus along with 

the fault-fracture analysis study can well be used for 

identifying the favorable hydro-fracking areas for the 

purpose of enhanced hydrocarbon production. 

Subsequently, Young’s modulus volume was 

generated using Multi Attribute regression and 

Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) methods. 

Young’s modulus map corresponding to the pay zone 

agrees with the well test results and portrays the 

lateral variation of brittleness of the reservoir rocks in 

the pay zone. 

 

Method 

 

As noise present in seismic data affects the accurate 

extraction of fault/fracture information, proper data 

conditioning is required to eliminate the random 

noise from the seismic data. Dip steered Median 

Filter (DSMF) uses the dip steering volume to 

eliminate the random noise from the seismic. DSMF 

was used for eliminating random noise from the post-

stack data and making the data amenable for attribute 

analysis. Thinned fault Likelihood (TFL) attribute 

was then generated using the conditioned seismic 

data and TFL attribute map was generated on the 

reservoir top. For comparison purpose, Curvature 

attributes were also generated. Map of the Most 

Positive Curvature attribute was generated on the 

reservoir top. 

 

Fracture proximity is a useful in visualizing the 

fault/fracture network and connectivity between 

them. It computes the lateral distance from any trace 

in question from a trace position categorized as 

fracture based on the user-defined threshold on the 

discontinuous attributes (Jaglan et al., 2015). In this 

study, Fracture Proximity attribute has been derived 

from the Thinned Fault Likelihood attribute based on 

an optimum threshold applied on it. Fracture Density 

is useful for highlighting the fracture concentration 

within a user-defined radius. As a result, this attribute 

helps in visualizing areas with higher fracture density 

as sweet-spots for drilling (Jaglan et al., 2015). In this 

study, Fracture Density attribute has been derived 

from the Thinned Fault Likelihood attribute using an 

optimum Likelihood threshold & search radius. 

 

To analyze the brittleness characteristics in one of the 

zone with denser network of fault/fracture, Young’s 

modulus and Poisson’s ratio have been derived from 

the well log data and analyzed for a few available 

wells located within this zone. Young’s modulus 

property derived from the well log data has been 

correlated with the well test results after the hydro-

fracking job. Moreover, P-impedance was generated 

from the post-stack impedance inversion. Multi-

attribute regression and Probabilistic Neural Network 

(PNN) (Hampson et al., 2001) were carried out for 

generating Young’s modulus volume. For this 

purpose, a combination of seismic attributes that 

includes the P-impedance derived from post-stack 

inversion and relative acoustic impedance derived 

from coloured inversion were input to the Multi-

attribute regression and PNN process. Finally, 

Young’s modulus map was generated corresponding 

to the pay zone. 

 

Results and Analysis 

 

Thinned fault Likelihood attribute has been generated 

using the DSMF conditioned post-stack seismic data. 

Figure 1 shows the chair display of the TFL attribute, 

where horizontal display shows Thinned Fault 

Likelihood map extracted on the reservoir top level 

and vertical display shows Thinned Fault Likelihood 

attribute superimposed on seismic data. Clear 

definition of faults & fractures is observed from the 

Thinned Fault Likelihood attribute. The fault/fracture 

network derived from the Thinned Fault Likelihood 

attribute agrees well when superimposed on the 

seismic. A horizon slice of the Thinned Fault 

Likelihood attribute extracted on the reservoir top is 

shown in Figure 2. Detailed and sharp definitions of 
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fault & fracture network have been brought out 

through the Thinned Fault Likelihood attribute.  

Curvature attributes were also generated and a 

horizon slice of the most positive curvature extracted 

on the reservoir top is shown in Figure 3. We see 

almost similar trends of the lineaments in the 

curvature map when compared with the Thinned 

Fault Likelihood map. However, they appear sharper 

and distinct in the Thinned Fault Likelihood attribute 

map. 

 

Fracture proximity attribute has been derived from 

the Thinned Fault Likelihood attribute based on an 

optimum threshold applied on it. A horizon slice of 

the Fracture proximity attribute extracted on the 

reservoir top is shown in Figure 4. Connected 

fault/fracture network and proximal fracture zones 

have been depicted using this attribute and some of 

them are indicated with arrow mark. Figure 5 shows 

the chair display where horizontal display shows 

Fracture proximity map at reservoir top level and 

vertical display shows Fracture proximity attribute 

superimposed on seismic data. Connectivity of the 

fault/fracture network is clearly visualized and agrees 

well with the seismic data. Fracture Density attribute 

has been derived from the Thinned Fault Likelihood 

attribute using an optimum Likelihood threshold & 

search radius. Figure 6 shows the horizon slice of the 

Fracture density attribute extracted on the reservoir 

top. Figure 7 shows the chair display where 

horizontal display shows Fracture density map at 

reservoir top level and vertical display shows 

Fracture density attribute superimposed on seismic 

data. Higher Fracture Density zones have been 

brought out through this attribute and coincide with 

most proximal fracture zones corresponding to the 

densely connected network of faults & fracture. 

 

To study the brittleness characteristics of the 

reservoir rocks, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio 

have been derived from the well log data in one of 

the zone with denser network of fault/fracture. Figure 

8 shows the cross-plots between Young’s modulus 

and Poisson’s ratio for well W-1 and W-2. Low 

Poisson’s ratio and high Young’s modulus values are 

observed corresponding to the pay zone for both the 

wells. Although Poisson’s ratio values are in the 

same range, Young’s modulus is higher for well W-2 

compared to well W-1. Interestingly, well W-2 was 

tested noticeably higher hydrocarbon after the hydro-

fracking job compared to the well W-1. This positive 

correlation of Young’s modulus property and the well 

test results has given us motivation and manifested 

the need for a seismically derived Young’s modulus 

volume for bringing out the lateral variation of 

brittleness of the reservoir rocks in the pay zone. 

 

Subsequently, Young’s modulus volume was 

generated from Multi-attribute regression and 

Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), carried out 

using a combination of seismic attributes that 

includes Impedances derived from both post-stack 

inversion as well as coloured inversion. Figure 9 

shows the predicted Young’s modulus section 

passing through different wells along with the 

corresponding P-impedance section. Well log derived 

Young’s modulus (colour) and Gamma Ray (curve) 

logs are overlain on the Young’s modulus section and 

excellent match between well log derived & 

seismically derived Young’s modulus properties are 

observed. Young’s modulus map was generated 

corresponding to the pay zone and shown in Figure 

10. Young’s modulus map portrays the lateral 

variation in brittleness of the reservoir rocks 

corresponding to the pay zone. This map illustrates 

that well W-2 falls at higher Young’s modulus zone 

compared to well W-1 and hence, the map agrees 

well with the well test results. 

 

 
Figure 1:  Chair display showing horizontal display as Thinned 

Fault Likelihood map extracted on the reservoir top level and 

vertical display as Thinned Fault Likelihood attribute 

superimposed on seismic data. 
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Figure 2: Horizon slice of the Thinned Fault Likelihood attribute 

extracted on the reservoir top. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Horizon slice of the Most Positive Curvature attribute 

extracted on the reservoir top. 

 

 
Figure 4: Horizon slice of the Fracture proximity attribute 

extracted on the reservoir top. 

 

 
Figure 5:  Chair display showing horizontal display as Fracture 

proximity map extracted on the reservoir top level and vertical 
display as Fracture proximity attribute superimposed on seismic 

data. 
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Figure 6: Horizon slice of the Fracture density attribute extracted 

on the reservoir top. 

 
Figure 7:  Chair display showing horizontal display as Fracture 

density map extracted on the reservoir top level and vertical 

display as Fracture density attribute superimposed on seismic data. 

 

 
Figure 8: Cross-plots between Young’s modulus and Poisson’s 

ratio for well W-1 and W-2, falling within the zone with denser 

network of fault/fracture.   

Figure 10: Young’s modulus map corresponding to the pay zone. 

Well W-2 falls at higher Young’s modulus zone compared to well 

W-1 and agrees with the well test results. 
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Figure 9: Predicted Young’s modulus section (below) and the corresponding P-impedance section (above). Well log derived Young’s modulus 

(colour) and Gamma Ray (curve) logs are overlain on the Young’s modulus section. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Thinned Fault Likelihood attribute has helped in 

mapping the fault/fracture network from the seismic 

data. Fracture proximity and Fracture density 

attributes have further helped in identifying and 

visualizing most proximal fracture zones 

corresponding to the densely connected network of 

faults & fractures. Very good correlation between the 

young’s modulus property and the well test results 

after hydro-fracking has been observed for a few 

available wells located at a zone with higher fracture 

proximity & density. This observation has lent the 

confidence that Young’s modulus along with the 

fault-fracture study can well be used for identifying 

the favourable hydro-fracking areas for the purpose 

of enhanced hydrocarbon production. Excellent 

match between well log Young’s modulus & 

seismically derived Young’s modulus properties were 

observed. Young’s modulus map portrays the lateral 

variation of brittleness of the reservoir rocks in the 

pay zone and agrees well with the well test results. 

This map will help in assessing the lateral variations 

in brittleness properties and in identifying the most 

favourable zone for hydro-fracking for the purpose of 

enhanced hydrocarbon production. 
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